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HANDCARTS

THROUGH HISTORY

A French Rickshaw

When the weather permits, just before noon on Friday, 1 treat my town of
Brattleboro, Vermont, to an unusual sight: 1 walk and trot along the streets
pulling a two-wheeled vehicle whichadvertises”Free Rides to Taft’s for Lunch.”
Taft% is a local French restaurant. When people exclaim, “There’s the rickshaw
man,‘” I correct them-this handcart is French, too. In fact, it is a reproduction of
a style of handcart-taxi usedin the cities of France in the seventeenthcentury and
predates the introduction of the rickshaw design to Japan by over two hundred
years.
Then the fun begins because my prospective passengersmust cope with the
conundrum of a French rickshaw. French means to them high culture--l am
taking them to the best restaurant in town, one whose haute cuisine is described
in French a; prepared in that tradition--and rickshaw means exploited
“coolie” bearing another’s burdens. Confusion over this apparent contradiction
prompts my passengersas well as passersbyto express their opinions freely.
The street opinions range from delight--“Wonderful! We need a dozen of
these to get people through this traffic!“-to critical--“h’s easier with a horse!”
-but every response begins with an uncontrolled giggle. To the observer, the
vehicle seemsodd, out of place. 1had never realized how many headsthere were
in town until they all tume,d--and the looks of surprise still haven’t ceased.
When 1 am arranging io give a ride, the passengerinvariably hesitates and
asks, “Are you sure (you can pull my weight)?” At that point I have found that
explanations are less effective than actually climbing into the handcart cab
myself and asking the prospective passengerto pull me twenty feet. The look of
amazement at the ease with which this is done-the weight balanced over the
axle, good bearings on pneumatic tires--always follows this procedure, even on
the faces of the stodgiest of lawyers and doctors.
Then 1give my passengera ride. Nervous laughter gives way to hushed awe as
the rider experiences a completely different mode of travel, at a more human
pace. In a slower time frame, the passengercan notice the details of the passing
landscape; if it is preferred, the curtains can be pulled for traveling incognito. The
silence of the cart is unexpecxted; people suddenly reaiiz- how noisy their other
modes of transportation are.
Many people go through a phase in their ride, which I call the Simon Legree
phase, in which they spur the puller on with heartless commands: “Faster“ or
“Let’s get going” or “Giddy-up!” They immediately feel guilty about their own
feelings and behavior, and make up for it with something like: “Are you really all
right?” We have such a strong moral requirement in our democracy that each
person carry his or her own weight and personal baggagewherever they go that
when one person pulls another it elicits tyranny and guilt in turns! My usual reply
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2. One of the millions of handcartsin use in China today, on the I)d Ming Gong
commune,Sian.
to the rider is that the alternative mode df travel, the automobile (which I prefer
to call the petromobile as it is not automatic), requires the enslavement of
thousands. The handcart cab usesthe energy of only one human to make it go
and in a way ihat is enjoyable for both rider and puller. We both take the ride.
Adults usually relax and settle down after a short time. Children, on the other
hand, thrilled by the sight of the thing, often run behind whooping, grabbing
onto the backand asking for rides to no place in particular. Thejoy that children
get with this handcart is one of the pleasuresof bringing it to town.
Early Handcarts
Despite the rise of the internal combustion engine, there are more two-wheel

handcarts in East and West than ever before-millions of them. Most are now
used lessto haul people than to haul stonesand wood and earth, but the origins
of the various desir % of two-wheel handcarts makes a fascinating story.
Two-wheeled r ’ .cles pulled by humans first appear in Chinese stick-figure
pictograms from about the eleventh century B.C. Two-wheeled handcarts are
very realistically depicted in stone on the walls of the palace of the Assyrian King
Sennacherib, dating from the eighth century B.C. They are shown moving ropes
and skids used in transporting large monuments, taking the spoils of war from
conquered cities, and carrying the King to oversee his construction projects.
Horses were much smaller then; two-wheel chariots were the same size as
handcarts today and were likely pulled by people some of the time.
2
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3. Handcarts used in the construction of Nineveh while King
Sennacherib looks on. 8th century B.C.

of a Han dynasty
handcart,2nd century B.C.

4. Gravestone rubbing

There are several st;idies of handcarts in scrolls and paintings but my favorite
is a fifteenth-century Chinese painting now at the Museum of Art in Columbus,
Ohio. It depicts handcarts-one person pulling in front and one person pushing
from behind-ascending a steepmountain road to a fantastical city in the clouds.
Parts of the road are made of large timbers mortised horizontally into the sheer
cliff face! Scenessuch as these belie the statement ofananthropologist that carts
pulled by hand were impossible until all-metal axle bearings were invented.
What about the development of wheeled conveyances in the West’?Recent
work, primarily by Joseph Needham and Wang Ling, has shown that many
technological designs in general started in China; despite contacts with the West,
the transfer was not made for centuries, if at all. This happened with the
wheelbarrow and two-wheel handcart. There is no evidenceof a wheelbarrow in
usein the Westuntil the eleventh century A.D., and useof such aids seemssparse
until the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. The balanced Chinese one-wheel
wheelbarrow has never made it; the wheelbarrows of the Westhave for the most
part thrown a great deal of the load onto the carrier. Leonardo da Vinci designed
a well thought-out two-wheel handcart for roadwork, and such carts were
actually used and seem to have increasedinto the 16th century and later.
The sedan chair (an enclosed box for one passengerto which is attached two
parallel poles shouldered by two and occasionally four men). so-called becauseit
was thought to have been invented in Sedan, France, became prominent in the
cities of Europe around this time. Did the French and their historians have to
invent these chairs becausethey didn’t know about them in the Orient, or did a
3

chance comment in an engineer’s shop by a traveler from the Orient lead to the
design’! No one knows for sure.One thing is certain in the transfer of technology:
the general attitude must be just right before an idea is acceptable. When the
Duke of Buckingham ventured out ina sedanchair in London. the crowd turned
angry and nearly killed him, shouting that he shouldn’t make men do horses’
work (horses were bigger by then). But later. sed.>ochairs became popular in
England, too.
Actually. the European sedan chair was not an exact copy of the Chinese
chairs-the shafts on the European chair are at the waist, which is much harder
on the bearer’s body. Human arms are good for manipulating and moving
things; they are not good hanging straight down to haul heavy things for long
distances (ask anyone who has hauled buckets of water or maple sap). Europeans, particularly the Germans and Swiss, eventually developed an ingenious
harness which looked like Lederhosetl and distributed the weight over the
shoulders and sternum. The hands and arms could then be hsed for balance and
guiding.
In 1636, another two-wheel handcart taxicab was “invented” in Paris, using
the same European harness attached to the bottom front of a sedan chair-style
box. The vinuigrerre, as it came to be called (it vaguely resembledthe two-wheel
handcart used by the Parisian vinegar-maker), had a door, windows curtained in
velvet, colored interior wallpaper. soft upholstered cushions. and the first shock
absorbers of any vehicle. The rich nobles had their own. in which they were
pulled about the gardens. King Louis XIV had one called 16,.so@r becausethe
top opened on fairdays. They were also available for hire to those whoaspired to
rise insociety but whocould not afford their own handcart and tireur(the fellow
who pulls). Indeed, they were the first vehiclesfor hire in the West.
The vinaigrettes were widely usedat first, then lessso as public transportation
by carriage became more sophisticated; with trains they disappearedas suddenly
as they had come, though a few have persistedinto this century as anachronisms.
Oriental Rickshaws

I mentioned that my reproduction of I! French handcart cab predates the
rickshaws by two hundred years, but this is only partly true, as the French
taxicab is predated by other similar modes of transportation from the East. It
the
certainly proves that the story about a Christian missionary itnvnting
Oriental rickshaw in Japan around 1870is fairly ridiculous. A modified design of
a two-wheeled handcart was indeed introduced from Westto East in the 1870s.It
soon spread all over the East: 50,000 were in usein Tokyo in 1900.But there were
many already existing factors which provided a context to assureits success:the
tendency of the inhabitants to hire transportation for short hak~lsrather than own
their means of transportation, a large number of Europeans who could pay for
this service,and a positive attitude toward the building of roads, with the capital
to build them. For example, rickshaws only came into the Foochow area in the
1920sbecauseall the roads until that time had steps.
Rickshaw-from the Japanesejinrikisho, meaning literally “human-power
carriage”-involves many people in the movements of a city.
Harry Franck, in Eust ufSiatn (Century Press, 1926) made these comments
about rickshaws in Indo-China in the 1920s:
One’s dozing was made all the morefitful by rhe raffling hubs of the poussescholera (meaning push-carts for the ill, although they were pulled, and used for
other things)--those iron-tired, abnosr springlessrickshaws of the masses-and
4
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of the iarget coolie-pulled baggage and vegetable carts, rhat made a hubbub
beneath out whtdows all night long like the passing of a regiment of’ ltmtber
wagons. Sometimes there might he a lull,front about t\*‘o unri/ ,/but in the
motning. corresponding sontelchat to rhe davtinte siesta, hur even then the
streets were by no meansso neat(v dewrredas they werearound noondy,: Pieny
qfgood rickshaws, witit wire wheelson l&gepneumatic tires andample springs,
as noiselessandcomfottable a conveyanceas those c$ Peking and@ bnrer than
the ones to bqJound‘in Canton and Southern China ingeneral, plied the sweetsr!f
Hanoi. But they were usedalmosr e.wittsive(~~by foreigners. one European each,
while the bone-breakers in which even manda;ins M,ereglad to save an IndoChina nickel served the natives.
Early in the twentieth century, many of the finest rickshaws were manufactured by the James Birch Company of Burlington, Ne: r Jergey,and exported to
the major cities of the Orient. When the rickshaws of Hong Kong and other
major cities where licenses were required had become so shabby from use that
they could not get a license,they were sent to other cities suchas Bangkok. where
licenses were not required. Travel guides of the time warned visitors to Thailand
not to travel by rickshaw. The same process brought new rickshaws to Peking
and aged ones to the country for practical work on the farm.

5. Thousandsof handcartsassistthe rebuddinyof the Huai River in North China.
As the rickshaw of the cities declined in used in deferenceto gasoline-powered
transport, another use of the two-wheel handcart expanded-the rugged farm
cart. Particularly after World War II in China, there was a great shortage of
animal and gasoline power. The country was rebuilt with handcarts and muscle,
motivated by the terrific charisma of Mao. The central motto of the Great Leap
Forward was”pulling more, running faster,” referring specifically to handcarts.
Many locally produced paintings and posterstestify to thegreat pride of accomg
lishment when many hands were put to a task. According to the Encvclopedia of
China Today fully half of all transportation of goods up to 1976was performed
by handcarts.
In China, unfortunately, quite recently the attitude has changed as modernization is emphasized. Tiaveilers report that the Chinese hide their handcarts while
pointing proudly at the new noisy tractor. The new mood will not do away with
handcarts-they always have been there and always will fit niches of transporta5

tion between trucks and human backs. But the new attitude of disdain may
undermine a history of accomplishment of which the Chinese can be justifiably
proud.
Handcarts in the United States

Handcarts have a history of their own right in the United States. For a
hundred years, the Life Saving Service (now assimilated to the Coast Guard)
depended on handcarts to pull their equipment along the beachesof the Eastern
seashoreto the site of a foundering vessel.In good weather horsesdid the pulling;
when winds whipped sand and ice through theair, horsesbolted. Eight men were
needed to get the 2fJtKtpounds of equipment through the slush and over the
dunes.

0. tne unnea states
Service.
Likewise, two-wheel handcarts were used by firefighters to move their equip
ment to the location of a fire. Before municipalities had their own fire departments, private companies would race to the sceneto claim the reward for being
there first. Later, when water and ladder trucks were pulled by specially trained
horses, the coils of hose were transported by two-wheel handcarts.
Handcarts have been an important part of many urban areas too, being the
vehicle used by apple vendors, ragpickers, knife sharpeners,and a whole range of
pushcart peddlers. as well as porters, bakers, and small manufacturers. According to The Pushcart P hr by Jean Merrill, in 1987there will be a confrontation
between the gigantic trucks in New York City and the pushcarts: the pushcarts
will win!
Each of these uses of handcarts had and has its fascinating human interest
stories. The most gripping handcart story, however, comes from the West.Short
of draft animals and already in the late summer of 1856,300OMormons set off
from Iowa City to Salt Lake City 1300 miles away, pulling all their belongings
6

and infants in hastily constructed two-wheel handcarts. Averaging 20 miles a
day, most reached Salt Lake City safely before winter. A straggling group was
caught in deep snow and many people died before a rescue party could get to
them. A recurrent problem had been the seizing up of the all-waod bearings.
When they ran out of bacon greaseas a lubricant for the wheel hubs, they had to
kill buffalo and render the fat before they cauld go on.

7. The Mormon HandcartExpedition of 1856.
i%hkrn

.

handcarts

Now in the U.S., two-wheel handcarts are becoming popular as never before
Part of thecredit goes toa New York advertisingexect*tive named Lyman Wood
who after WWH moved to Vermont and needed to move stuff around his
country place. He remembered the ordnance handcart used on Army basesand
adapted its design to a handcart which he called the Countryman’s Carryall. He
started the Garden Way tool company to sell the Carryall (now more generally
sold as the”Garden Way cart”)and there are today well over a million suchcarts
(made by Garden Way or their imitators) in use in this country.
The Army-base ordnance cart which was the model for the Countryman’s
Carryall was itself derived from the street vendor cart of the turn-of-the-century.
The Army cart and the street-vendor cart both had high wheels and short shafts
and were meant to be pushed slowly through traffic. Pushing, lessefficient than
pulling, is necessaryin crowded street condiuons to wend one’s way through the
moving gaps in the crowd and, for the street vendor, to be able to keep an eye on
the produce.
1 have had trouble with the Garden Way-style carts. A large Garden Way cart
was among my first purchasesat my country place, and I quickly broke it-bent
the hoop-like shafts, rubbed holes in the hollow struts, bent the plywood in the
front end. It was a wobbly thing to begin with and was now even wobblier.
Then three friends were hurt using that style of cart. One was pulling a full load
of firewood down the hill at his home, when the pulling hoop caught him in the
back of the legs; he fell, the load rolled over him, and his arm was broken.
7

Another friend wasemptyinga load of stones. Since the Garden Way cart has
no rear gate, that means she had to turn the cart almost entirely upside down.
Once the rocks .dereout, the weight of the cart took over and down it came, the
cross-piece of the hoop breaking her nose.
The third friend slit her hand on one of the metal support strips which holds
the pieces of plywood together.
Other grisly stories have come my way, but these people 1 knew. These
experiences led me to researchinto the past of handcartsand to the shop to build
designs based on the inventions of the past. 1 have found that all the design
problems in modern handcarts have been solved hundreds of years ago. The
design I have come up with is for heavier work, which includes:
-Moving dirt and rocks from excavations, dumping made especially easy with
gate on both ends of the body.
-Carrying firewood from tree stump to woodpile to woodstove.
-Moving transplant trays, soil, and compost to the garden.
-Bringing produce in from the garden and orchard: pumpkins, apples, cabbages, etc.
-Taking the “garden trash” to the compost pile: pea and squash vines, corn
stalks, etc.
--Moving hay, straw, and small grains from field to barn and from barn to
animals.
--CIeaning out animals’ stalls.
-Clamping a board across the top to use as a pair of sawhorsesor a stepstool.
-Moving bulky light things: leavesto the leaf pile, branches to the branch pile.
-Moving bulky heavy tFjngs like lumber, trash cans, fenceposts, and so forth.
For moving the tmhcans out to the curb once a week (a much advertised
feature of modern handcarts), and for other light work, the By Hand & Foot cart
is overbuilt. The By Mand & Foot design is basedon another genealogy, that of
farm carts and people taxis, meant to be pulled, and requiring long shafts and
bright colors.
if you already own a Garden Way-style handcart, the handbook also covers
ways of retrofitting that cart to make it more versatile and lessabusive. Several
accessoriestit the Garden Way-style carts nicely.
Before giving the details of the design, some basic principles must be covered.
Carrying Heavy Things

Carrying heavy things is hard on the body becausethe strain on certain parts
ean be large. Even light things which are bulky exert large forces on your back.
Figure Bemphasizes the main point: If you are carrying heavy or bulky things, it
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8. Light loads held far away feel the same as heavy loads held closely.
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is very important that you get the center of gravity of the weight as close to your
center of gravity as possible. This also goes for baskets, whose handles are out
from the body; large baskets whose handles are further away should be !’ ied to
carry light things. In theequation, 8 is thedistance in inches from thejoints of the
lumbar spine to the front of theabdomen, a constant foreach individual; L is the
length in inches of one side ofthe object; W is the weight in pounds of the object;
M is the biomechanical lifting equivalent, approximately 250 pound-inches in
this example.
But your center of gravity is between your hip joints, deep down in your
pelvis-how do you get the load inside to that point? You do it by poising the
load over your center of gravity. Therefore arms are not a good way of carrying
heavy things since they hold the load in front of the center of gravity. Also, your
arms (and the entire shoulder unit) are connected to the bony support system of
your trunk at only two small points where the clavicles attach to the sternum at
the top of your chest: They do not have good skeletal support. Arms are better
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9. Moving SUUpoundsup a hill.
for manipulating things-steering, lifting, etc.-and not at bearing burdens G&E %%E
lEAtE**
0
133
0
for sustained periods.
This is why the By Hand & Foot
4
180
20
handcart has parallel shafts, so you have (Maximum grade lor major hlghways, speeds
the flexibility to put your center of grav- up IO 60 m.p.h., IS 4)
ity where it’s needed, to lean forward
40
8
193
when starting up and to lean backward (Maximum
gradeforstrm. speeds
up1040
when slowing down.
mp.h., is a)
On level surfaces, a load can be bat,.
50
zw
anced in a two-wheel handcart by plac- (Maximum grade for hilly rural roads, speeds up
ing it right above the axle. Then the 10 30 m.p.h.. is 10.)
,g
arms need only pull a bit to get going
59
zoo
and drag a bit to stop, but there is no (Maximum grade tot roads is 12)
strain as the weight is borne by the
* As.nmos % weigtn borne by wheel.
wheels. On slight slopes with light loads “Assumes
bdlancui
hmi.
there is also o:r ;;;~;3lem.
On slopes over ten degrees,the weight of the handcart becomes a new factor.
Add to this a heavy load-whether it be a large quantity of light stuff or any
quantity of heavy stuff-and you have a new force on the body. Though far
superior to a wheelbarrow (which at best carries K of the load), a steep slope
can demand much of a person and a handcart (Figure 9).
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Carryingdemandsmuch,evenonflat
ground if that ground is soft; then you
are forever pulling the cart up and out of its ruts. Knobby tires help a wheel
“float” better in soft soil, but beachsand as well as friable garden soil can make
transportation difficult with any kind of wheel.
A wheelbarrow is more quickly mired because you are pushing it into the
ground. In Figure 9 draw a line from the point where the hand grasps the vehicle
through the center of the wheel. For the wheelbarrow the line plows into the
ground-your push goes down, making it more difficult to go over obstacles.
The line rises with a pulled handcart.
In stzep slopes on mucky ground, thearms are hard pressedto tugawayat the
cart. Pullingforward(whichisfarmorepowerfu1
than pushing), thearms tend to
pull the body over backwards, and do not successfully link the body’s center of
gravity with the forces coming from the load. Assistance comes from simple
harnesses,which have been used by many handcarters round the world to poise
the load over the center of gravity. Once you have tried a harness, you will be
amazed at the increase in efficiency and comfort which it affords; it makes a
monumental task such a? hauiing a winter’s supply of firewood into an enjoyable
one. Their construction and use are described in the accessoriessection.

THE BASIC BY HAND & FOOT CART
Frame of Steel

Carts and wagons have traditionally had an integrated frame to which are
attached the wheels-and-axle and the body. If the body wears out, the structural
integrity of the entire cart is not threatened. Rather, the worn piece is replaced.
The design used by most modern cart designs is much simpler and more flimsy:
the plywood is at once the body and frame.
To understand how this frame works requires a study of the plan drawings and
details in Figures 10, 11, and 12, and all the photographs. The purposes of the
structural members, named for the analogous pieces made by the British cart;vright, are as follows.
The sranrlard c*r :rurch (see 1 on Materials List) is traditional in carts and
wagons, and is often quite ornate. It supports the cart sides when gates are
available at both ends of the cart body. Though missing in most modem gardcr;
carts, the standard is extremely important for preventing the sidesfrom bewing
out.
One of our tests was to haul a fifty-five-gallon drum half full of sand. Since the
drum did not fit into the cart, it exerted terrific pressure against the sides. Yet.
they held. The best test, however, is moving green firewood, load after !stid.
Modern carts, which have gates but no standards, flunk these tests.
The bolster(H) is a support for the standard, a fender for the tire, a step for
children getting in and out, and a seat for the wailer birch. The outer edgesof the
bolster should be ground round since it is a frequently encountered part of the
cart. When 1 first started working with this design, 1 wrapped the ends of the
bolster in cardboard to savemy shins; I was accustomed to other carts which do
not stick out as far. I have sincegotten used to the bolster and appreciate what it
does.
Thespar(C)andspurhruce(CI)areone
uliit, but thespar bracedoes most of
the work. The four spars from behind each panel may be omitted since they do
not provide much additional, strength. Thesoles (D), analagous to the spars but
10

in the bottom of the cart, should not be omitted: they provide necessarysupport
for the floor.
Thesrrccts(J)are welded to the bottom railjustforward ofthesolebrace(D1)
above theu.xle(M),and to thegarestop(F)at the front ofthecart. Thedistance
from the bottom rail to theground is thirteeninches. You may prefer to have the
struts shaped at a metalworking shop. If the strutsare not perfectly matched, the
cart will wobble a bit, but it is very difficult to weld so that all four points, two
tires and two struts, touchat the sametime. Besides,the earth is seldom perfectly
flat. Minor wobbles disappear when the cart is loaded.
Thestrutsare the brakes ofthecart-toslowdown
orstop, pushdown on the
shafrs (S) to scrape the struts along the ground. They should be of sturdy stuff,
not flimsy tubular electrical conduit as in many modern carts. Use a s/,-inch
reinforcement bar. These struts do not go acrossthe direction of travel, or they
would catch the heels of the carter, as they do in other carts.
One option is to make the struts removable, by welding threaded studs to the
cart, and welding plates with hole-sin them to the ends of the struts. In this case,
the gate stop should be I x 2 to give room for a threaded stud. With this
MATERIALS LIST-HANDCART
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modification, the struts can be bolted to the cart or taken off, depending an the
use. With a smailer goat for pulling, or with a smaller set of wheels, these struts
might be too big.
Dispensing with these struts altogether, a forked stick can be set upright
between the ground and one shaft to hold up the cart at rest. Another stick
between the ground and the rear of the cart, traditionally called a “dog,” would
prevent the cart from rolling off its forked-stick strut when the cart is parked.
The dumpsu,q~orrs(G) permit easier tipping up-for dumping loads, as well
as for leaning the cart against a wall to get it out of the way. They keep dirt out of
the rear gara &z@mefs(E). They also serve as handles when the rear of the cart
needs to be grasped.
The frui/er hitch r&s(Q) are not only for small riding mowers. They can be
used to attach a goat swingie and a human harness.The tabs must be notched
before welding over the front sole brace.
The wheels(R) are placed to the rear of center because.the most dangerous
ioad is one that is placed too far back, tipping the cart up and maybe hitting
someone with the knob of tbeshafts. The load should becentered just in front of
the axle so most of the weight is borne by the wheels but the cart restsfirmly on
the struts. When going up hills, the load should beeven more forward. With the
wheels placed to the rear, this cart feels heavier when empty than when loaded.
with a ioad of hundreds of pounds balanced over the axle, the shaft can be lifted
with one finger.
Does the frame need to be made of metal? You could make it entirely of wood,
mortised and tenoned and pegged, using the principles of bolster and standard,
just as the ancient Assyrians did three thousand years ago. They also made their
wheels entirely of wood. But few knew then and few know now the skills of the
wheelwright and cartwright. Welding, however, is competently done by many;
even if one does not do it oneself, one can readily find a welding shop which will
purchase or scrounge the metal, cut it, weld it, and grind off the sharp edges.The
welded frame has the virtues of strength and easeof repair. If the wood body
wearsout with use,theframedoes not fallapart; new panelscan be installed. This
frame was tested for sevenyears against the attacks of young farmhands moving
wood, boulders, fenceposts,etc., without bending.
I., Construct a jig to hold the side parts at right angles to the bottom during welding. The jig can be
made of 2x4 lumber to a finished sire of 12~24~48.1~ is best to wrld the cart upside-dawn. firs1 the
botcom(ho~tom
rails, soku, and sole braces). rhen each side (spars. spur braces. and lop rail). When
finished, allexcess spatter
should be tappd or filed way. and messy welds and sharp corncr~ ground
down. Welding&best done wirha wire-feed weldersinccthcsimplersortsof
wcldcrshcal the metalso
much that fhe steel piece bend wh,encooling. lfanarc welder is used. Ihe top rails should be heavier.
say So stock. or as wide as the b,octom rai!s.
2.-H&s
arc drilled:
a.) in theend oftheaxle spar, % inchdiameter,centered
I % inches fromthe bottomend. through
which to slide the axte (part L. see detail 2 in Figure 10);
b.) through the center of the width of the shaft tabs(K), ‘/-inch in diameter. ‘/x inch in from the
omside edge for the two t&inch
bolts (7’) which hold the shafts in place (see detail 3);
c.) in thecenterof
the trailer hitchfabs(Q),
VGinchindiameter.
for the pin which holdsthc trailer
hitch.
d.) % inch from each end of the axle. %-inch in diameter. for the two-inch linch pins(Z). which
hold the wheels onfo the axle,
e.) in the center of the bolster. S-inch in diameter, for the trailer hitch locator pin. three places
along the side of each top rail
f.) and three places along the side of each bottom rail, %-inch in diameter for the bolts(Y) which
field the side panels is plan.
3. The wheels slide on the axle and arc held in place by one or more large washers (% inch inside
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diameter. 1%inch thick, 2 inches outside diameter).The washers (2 I) are held by cotter or linch pins
(2) set through the end of the axle.
4. Prot~ingthem~isbestdorvcinthrersteps.First.cleanoffthe~standdirt.andetchthemetnl
with an acid solution such as ‘Metalprep”.
or “Chem-&rip”.
or “Redi-metal*
(available from
sutomobilc partsstores). Useofthesechcmic-als
requircsextremenution(includingperhapsa
fume
mark). but is necessary toenswe a good bond of the paintto the steel. Second. prime the metal to
protect it. Third. pint with at least two coats to protect the primer and give the desired color. The
*Rustoleum”
paint system is a gwd one. You wn expect to use about a pint of primer and a pint of
paint,plusthinner.Theintegrityofthrpaimcoatingshouid
becheckedoncea
year. Ifa patchof rwt
show through. the area shotdd be sanded and repainted.

BodyofWoai

.
.

High quality exterior grade half-inch plywood is strong enough becauseof the
support given by the spars and soles. I have also made a beautiful cart body from
hardwood of my own cutting, in tongue-and-groove boards, varnished to show
the grain. A friend has lined a By Hand & Foot cart with squared pine boards,
which also works very well and is in fact less expensive than plywood or
hardwood. Of course, these options require more bolts through the wood into
the soles and spars. Gates made of several piecesrequire support piecesperpendicular to the joints.
Beautiful as my hardwood body is, I think painted plywood is more practical.
Bright colors and contrast between the body and the frame are traditional to
country and city carts. Indeed, vendors’ carts were often carefully painted with
thin stripes just in from the edges, as well as the name of the owner (and,
occasionally, of the cartwrigbt) in beautiful lettering. Few people realize that the
colors of the United States flag came from the vermillion frame, deep blue panels,
and bleached white cloth cover of the Conestoga wagons used before the
Revolution.
Largeclipscan also beattached to the outside of the panels or to the underside
of the floor for attaching much used implements for which one does not want to
rummage around inside the body of the cart. Handcarts in the Army had an ax,
shovel, and mattock clipped to the outside; the Army carts had rings, handles,
and clipsall over the outer surfacesof thecart. Carts madewithout struts had the
forked-stick strut and “dog” ready in this location: One end of the strut was
hinged to theedge of thecart, and the freeend clipped up underneath, ready to be
dropped down to theground for parking. When pulling a long ladder or a load of
fence posts, both gates will be taken out; the gates themselvescould have places
for storage somewhere on the cart. I store mine underneath, tucked into the
channel of the bolster. Each useof thecart has its companion tools which require
easy accesson the outside of the cart body.
thefloor(W)is24inches
by48 inchesnotchedatfourcornerstolitaround
1.
thegateschannels.Thetwosidepaneh(V)are
lZinchesby47Sinches.
thegates(lJ)should
be 1.2%
inches by 24 inches. but are cut to fit the gate channels after the frame is made, in case of warpage of
the frame during welding.
2. Measure thecartcarefully
beforecuttingthe
wood. Holesorgapsin
the wood are thenfiiled,and
the panels, floor. and gates are painted with two or more coats of an exterior-grade enamel.
3. After the pieccsarecut and painted, laythefloorintoplaceand
press the twosidepanelsdown
so
‘hey hold the floor without bolts. Bolt each panel in three places through the top rai! ad three places
throughthe bottomrail(one-inch
bolts, l/x~r~~inchesindiameter,
withwashersat
the headsagainst
the wood. and nuts tight against the frame).
4. Finally, attach the two brass handles (AA) to the cart-s gates, prefzrrably with protection for the
end of the bolt protruding through the wood (as with a ‘Pdl-nut” or ‘T-nut”).
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Shafts

The power of the human body must be connected to the cart in as efficient a
way as possible.
It is more efficient to pull with shafts than to push a cart. The exceptions are
vendors’ Tartsin crowded city streets-these are pushed so that the vendors can
keep an t ye on their produce. When 1 lift anJ push from behind, 1 also push
down, appropriate with a wheel hoe that digs into the ground but not with a load
of heavy .hings. A better useof my power is to lift and pull the cart over obstacles.
Why shafts?The body’s center of gravity and power is between the hip-joints.
Depending on whether one is speeding up or slowing down, the center of gravity
is placec, before or behind the place where the hands grip the shafts. If you a~ d
turning and tipping, the body must be given great flexibility, much more thank
that permitted by the small hoops of tubing that most carts provide for handles.
To wall outside such a hoop is to walk crookedly, with one’s effort mismatched
with one’s center of power. The weight should be borne from the shafts up
through straight arms and down through a straight spine to the center of power.
This center will be most of the time exactly between the handgrips. Note that
some early handcarts had cross-piecesconnecting the shafts, so they ended up
looking like the modern hooped carts( Figure 7). The difference is that there was
ample room to step inside the hoop, thus fulfilling the need for shafts.
Of the severaltypes of shaft used in other times and places(Figure 13), 1prefer
style B. Style A is difficult to make and is prone to warping. Styles C and D
require careful fitting of the mortise to the tenon, and are more vulnerable to
abuse. Style D appears similar to that of many modern carts, but traditionally
this style set the cross-pieceat least two feet from the cart so the carter could get
inside. between the shafts.

A

D

i...’

Cross-p&~
mortised into
both
sha+?s

.a0 “tw$t

shafts

13. Stylesof shaft.
1. Make the knob-end shaft(S) of a straight piece of ash. 48 inches long, 1% inches wide, and 1%
inches deep. The knob is rough cut with a handsaw, and the inside corner finished with rasps, tiles,
and sandpaper. The knob approximates a t-inch sphere, and the tapered cut is 7 inches long (see
detail in Figure IO). It is bolted up under the shaft tabs, and rests tirmly against the front two spar
braces. This leaves just the right distance between shaft and top rail for the flare board irons(N).
2. Anewshaftcan
beoiled witha light penetrating oil. Through use the knoband front end willgain
a tinishfromtheoilsofthe
hand, buttheareaaround
theshaft tabsshould probably beoiled oncea
year.
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Wheels

The technological marvel which makes a light and sturdy cart widely available
is the modern spoked wheel with a pneumatic tire. Wooden wheelsare difficult to
make, and quite heavy. All-metal wheels usually have a simple bushing and
greasefitting over a solid axle which must be cleaned and greasedregularly, are
somewhat more difficult to turn, and make a bumpier ride. The pneumatic tire,
however, is extremely helpful for smoothing bumps and therefore the task of the
cart and carter.
The diameter of the wheel has been traditionally between 24 and 48 inches,the
larger diameter necessary when the bearings are crude and resisting. Small
diameter wheels, even with good bearings and pneumatic tires, do not smooth
bumps adequately, they become enmired in soft ground easily, they cause the
carter to bend over backwards to move it, and they cause the load to be tilted
when underway. Small wheelsare fine on hard, smooth, and level cement, as with
a “handtruck” or “dolly” in a warehouse, bnt not for the diverse conditions for
which one needs a handcart.
Most of the recent build-it-yourself plans for two-wheel handcarts are built
around used bicycle wheels. 1 do not recommend this since bicycle wheels are
made to carry not much over a hundred pounds each in a vertical position.
Wheels on bicycles are always vertical in relationship to the forces acting on
them, even across a hillside. The force of the load in a two-wheel cart across a
hillside, however, pushes across the wheel (Figure 15). A cart wheel must be
wider, with thicker spokes, and more strongly made all around.

IS. Bicycleand cart wheelson a hill side.
The wheel that I prefer is large (26 inches diameter), wide (2.125 inches wide),
with thick spokes (.I56 inch vs. .080 found in most bicycles) welded to the hub
and rim, with heavy tread tire, with inner tube, and with two sealedball bearing
units per wheel. These wheels have been tested by mounting on a cart faced
across the side of a hill with a slope of thirty degrees(Figure 15). At 750 pounds,
the spokes of the lower wheel began to bow seriously. Much more stressand they
would have collapsed, as I have observed bicycle wheels on carts to do. Note that
some of the requirements for bicycle wheels,e.g., preciseroundness and trueness,
are not problems for low-speed applications as in handcarts.
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Heavy tread pneumatic tires smooth out the ride for cart, load, and carter by
flexing around small bumps and obstacles (Figure 14). The tires should be
inflated to at least 30 pounds per square inch (psi), and as high as 50 psi, but the
best guide is the shape of the tire when the cart is loaded. When the tire is
flattened, the friction will be greater and pulling more difficult. When the tire is
rigid, it is easier to turn but it is also readier to burst if it travels over a sharp rock,
though we have had no trouble with this in years of work on carts. A slightly
depressedtire under a large load indicates the pressure is just right.

.

14. Pneumatictire smoothingbumps.
Every six months or so the cart should be turned over and the wheels spun.
There should not be much play from side to side, indicating worn bearings. The
whee!s should spin free for at least thirty seconds.If there is resistanceor a gritty
feel to the bearings, then the bearings should be replaced. Although they are
sealed, dirt can find a way inside and quickly scarsthe balls or the bearing race.
To replace the bearing units, knock them out with a long thin chisel or old
screwdriver inserted through the hub. The new units should be tapped into place
only around theedge; if you hammer on thecenter of the bearing unit, that is, the
part that moves with the axle, you may distort the bearing race or damage the
balls.
The nickel- or chrome-plated spokes and rim can be painted to match the
metal of the frame. Another option is to paint the tires with black tire paint, used
by many fire stations to make their firetrucks more attractive.
Bicycle Wheels

If you insist on using bicycle wheels, I recommend using wheels twenty-six
inches in diameter with as wide a spindle as can be found. 1 also recommend
changing the spokes to a large diameter (at least to. 105inches,a readily available
spoke size). Spokes can be obtained through a local bike shop and the procedure
is carefully explained in &i/ding Bicycle Wheels by Robert Wright (from
Anderson World, Inc., P.O.B. 159, Mountain View, CA) and in The Bicycle
Wheel by Jobst Brandt (Avocet, Inc., Menlo Park, CA). 1 believe that a homemade highly tensioned wheel may match the strength of the welded spoke wheels
described above.
Since bicycle wheels are usually supported on both sidesof the hub, the frame
needsto be constructed differently. A second bolster, of the samesizeas the first,
must replace the rear sole brace. Two sections ofchannel, which we shall call the
fenders, must be welded between the ends of the first and second bolsters. To
these fenders a plate should be welded with a slot in it directly across from the
axle spar, which is drilled with a smaller hole. I have not given dimensions
because bicycle wheels vary so much but 1 include Figure I6 to give the general
idea. For a typical bicycle wheel(26 x I s/s),a plate &-inch thick, and 2 inches by 2
I8

inches, should be welded to the fender. There should be 3Ysinches between this
plate and the axle spar. The hole in the axle spar, and the width of the slot in the
plate directly across from it, should be % inch in diameter.
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Adapting the frame
to a bicyclewheel.

In my experience, bicycle wheels used on carts, not designed for the many
shear forces put acrossthe wheels, must be servicedfairly often. The spokesmust
be kept tight. The bearings and bearing race must be cleaned and repacked
regularly, especially since replacement is so expensive.

Remodeling a Garden Way-style cart
In my experience, the popular Garden Way-style carts (made by Garden Way
in Charlotte, VT or by any ofthe many imitators of this style) haveseveralserious
design problems. From my research on the historical uses of two-wheel handcar:s, I have found that these problems were solved many years ago by carters
who used their vehicles all day every day: They did not tolerate preventable
deficiencies. Several of these problems can be solved by retrofitting a Garden
Way-style cart, although it will never equal in strength and versatility the modern
cart design detailed in this handbook. On the other hand, there are hundreds of
thousands of Garden Way-style carts in use,and that is why I offer theseplans for
improving a tool which many people already have. Even if a Garden Way-style
cart can never do all that the sturdier By Hand & Foot cart can do, it can be made
to work better and more safely.
I9

1. Wheels and bearings:

The wheels are :he strongest part of the Garden Way-style cart. Although in
theory a tensioned wheel should be stronger than the welded-spoke wheel used
on handcarts, my tests have shown the welded-spoke wheel to be much stronger
(the spokes are of much greater girth and the spindle is much wider than any that
can be found in tensioned wheels). However, the wheels are not indestructible:
too much weight on a side hill can bend the spokes. This requires over nine
hundred pounds ofdynamic weight on a twenty five-degreeside hill! If the wheel
is not totally collapsed, it can be repaired by pounding it back into shape.Once in
shapeagain, the wheel will be functional for all jobs except the one that bent it out
of shape.
All tires on Garden Way-style carts are of the “smoothie” type. with parallel
ribs. For better traction on a side hill, you might wish to substitute a “knobby”
type. For rough going, I recommend the substitution of a”thomproof’ tube for
the regular tubes that are standard. These substitutions usually wait until something has gone wrong with the tire you have.
In a cart that is a few years old, the small donut-shaped units which hold the
bearings have often seizedup from rust or dirt and should be replaced. If they are
gritty or completely rusted up, then the wheel will rotate on the axle, which, being
made of soft steel, is not designed for this sort of we.tr, and will develop worn
grooves quickly. You are working against more friction than you ought to when
you are pulling a load. The bearings should be replaced.
2. Shfb for power:
1 call the Garden Way-style hoop a “butt bumper” becausemy body wants to
stand erect and not crookedly as 1walk. The hoop keepsbanging into me. Shafts
permit the optimum connection of the body’s power to the task of pulling and are
in every other historical useof handcarts. Also, the most stable area is the front of
the cart, atop the struts: When I wish to drop something heavy into the cart
without the threat that it might tip over, I must drop it into this area. The hoop
makes it impossible toapproach thisarea, but I canget there betweenshafts.This
is the same place where it is comfortable to sit for a rest; such a detail may sound
unimportant but, when I am tired, it is very important.
In Figure 17, the same shafts used on the By Hand & Foot cart are simply
bolted through the sides at the top edge. The shafts should overlap the top edge
nine inches. as little as you can get away with in order to put the body as far
forward as possible from the front edge of the cart. In Figure I?, the shafts are
bolted to the outside of the topedge of the wide-body cart, but this may feel a bit
wide for some people. If you are willing to forego the front gate addition, then the
shafts could be mounted on the inside top edge of the large-sizecart. They work
well on the outside edge of the medium-size (with twenty inch-diameter wheels)
cart. One and a half inches must be trimmed off the top of the struts on each side
with a hacksaw; this does not weaken the struts, but is necessaryto make room
for the shafts.
3. Bolster-and Standards Permits Rear and Front Gate:

The Garden-Way style cart does not have a rear gate becausethe plywood
itself is the frame; if the rear panel were removed, the cart would fall apart. If you
wish to dump something, you must turn the Garden Way-style cart upside down,
which many people find to be a nuisance and dangerous. Recently an accessory
has been advertised to cart owners whichgives a gate, but holds the sidestogether
with a small hoop of tubing lying across the top of the gate. I find this support
20

17. Improved Garden Way-style cart.

18. Detail of braces and bolster-and-standards, cart upside down.
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though necessary,gets in the way, and is made of the same material which is so
easily dented by an accidental bump from a piece of firewood. Some Garden
Way-style carts give a gate and hope the sides will hold together becauseof a
short braise weld at the two rear comers; in my experience the little weld is
inadequate.
Ironically, every other design through history ofcart and wagon included rear
gates, with sidessupported by a bolster-and-standards system. Such an addition
to a Garden Way-style cart makes it stronger overall and permits a rear gate for
dumping. A bolster-and-standards in front of the wheels permits the addition of
a front gate also-good news for cart owners frustrated by stuff falling out the
front of their Garden Way-style carts.
1. Fitst the clips which hold the atie must be moved forward 2% inches.
2. The bolster-and stattdards assembly is attached at the rear edge of the can. as shown in Figure
i8.Tbeboisterisbraced
becaoseitistipped
on whenthesart
isdumped. The topinchofthefotward
standard5 i.5 rcmod
for tbe shafts.
3. The gatea are 30% ittches wide. 16 it&es high. of half-inch plywood. One gate is the rear panel
ofthrarttith
lHiochessawnoffoneettd.
Eachsideofthegateis
held inplace by a pairofchannels
?Aiochaptt.madefrom
woodthat is~xIn16.Thegateslidesin
thegrooves made by these two pairs
of channels. The channels are screwed into the side of the catt and where they meet the top of a
standard. the sctew% ate longer sod go into the standard. if you dump heavy materials often. the
imideehattnek
should be beveled toward the inside so that they are not loosened by bumps on their
eornera as heavy objects move past.
4 A front bolster-and-standards
assembly is owessary if you wish to add a front gate. It is 30%
inches from the tear edge of the cart. The triangular braces arc optional for this bolster.

4. Chha Accessories

Several other accessoriesdescribed in this handbook could be fitted for the
Garden Way-style handcart, but I caution against useswhich would stressthe
plywood frame too much. Any experiments in this line fascinate me; I hope you
will write about your experiences.

ACCESSORIES
Thearossoriesgive the By Hand & Foot Cart special identities, whether as Hay
Cart, Baker’s Cart, Taxi, etc. Each of these applications has been researchedin
history, actually built by me, and tested by several people. In several cases,the
first version needed to be built again to make it work correctly.
The rangeof identities is overwhelming, and it is very difficult for me to speak
in the same breath of a container for screened compost and a taxicab with
wallpapered interior. I have been amazed at the diverse uses I’ve uncovered for
the same basic design of cart. What all these applications share is the basic
attribute of ‘%art”: a conveyance of stuff, whether that stuff be firewood, barbed
wire, or a well-dressed shopper.
Flare Boards

Flare boards extend the sides of the cart to permit a larger mad. They are
widespread in farm carts from Britain to China, varying in their width and the
angle they make to the side of the cart. For a large load of loose material, flare
boards also prevent part of the load from falling between wheel and cart body,
thereby fouling the wheels.
With Bare boards, f can haul close to a sixth of a cord of wood; if that wood is
green, then the weight in the cart can approach eight hundred pounds. This
weight is not too much for the cart on even ground, but if the ground is soft, it is
too much for me, and 1 haul a greater number of lighter loads without using flare
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boards. With bulky materials such as hay, 1 find flare boards indispensable (see
the cover).
To increasethe capacity further, vertical extensions of the gatescan be made. I
have not found this necessarywith hay or grain or firewood or apples (which 1
prefer to move in hundred-pound bags laid into the cart), but 1 use a temporary
cardboard extension when moving autumn leaves.The cardboard and gate can
be removed so the leaves can be dumped onto the leaf compost pile, a better
solution than lifting a large container up and out of the cart body as recommended with other carts.
Two or three screw eyescan be attached to the upper edgeof each flare board.
Strings tied to the eyesare tied over and around a load to the other side, with the
same effect as the haypins described in The S-J&e Book. Another way to hold
down a load of loose things is to sit children on top. I have found these flare
boards (the third design we tested)to be quite strong even with children sitting on
their edge.
Early hay balers were similar in shape to this cart body. Two strings are laid
parallel on the floor the length of the cart. Hay is piled in about half way up the
flare boards, then stomped down. One flare board can be pressedon top of the
bale while the strings are tied.
The flare boards also serveas ramps for wheeling the car up intoa pickup truck
(Figure 20).

20. Flare boardsas ramps.
Finally, flare boards laid across the top rails serveas a step stool (Figure 21).
The boards are only stable when resting between the point above the axle and the
point above where the strut restson the ground. The irons resting inside the cart
body prevent the boards from sliding off the side of the cart, but they can be
clamped to the shafts for greater stability.
I. Cuttheflare
board iron(part N in Figure lO).and bend 35O toforma 145” angle. Cut and bend the
booktO)loarightangleand
welditagainsrthe
bend inthemainportionoftheironso
that thespace
between themis oneinch. Thendrill two holes. )$6inch indiameter, intoeach main piece for bolts(P)
connecting them to the boards.
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2. The two boards(X) can be made of planed dry %-inch pine. 48 inches long. and H width which
depends on the task (12 inches good for most purposes).
3 hint the metal and wood as described above for the cart body. then bolt together with & I 1’5:
bobs(P). the heads agGnst washers on the wood side. Four-sided nuts makeaneffective
lock inside
the channel of the main piece.
4. The irons should be placed on the wood so that they ride on the top rail. The front iron rests
against thefronl of thesecond shaft tab(Figure lZ).The reariron restsagainst the rearend oftheaxle
spar. This placement of irons will ensure that the flare boards will not slidearound. Howewr, it also
means that the two boardsare not interchangeable; ifmixed UP. thev will be obstaclesto the removal
of one of the

21. Flare

boards

as stepstool.

Human Harness

The arms and shoulders are connected to the rest of the skeleton by a small
joint at the top of the sternum. They are supported by overlapping layers of
muscle and tendon. They are meant for moving around and manipulating things,
not for carrying heavy loads long distances.Thus, where handcarts were used all
day long, the arms were used to guide the shafts but the weight was taken by the
bony framework of the body through a shoulder strap or harness.
Harness for humans has many fewer piecesthan harnessfor draught animals,
but the tine adjustments are no lesscomp!icated. Of course, leather could be used
for its good looks, with brassbuckles for adjustments, but the two harnesstypes I
have adapted from old designs use other, lessexpensive materials.
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There are basically two types of harness, named for the other places we
frequently encounter them in our lives:
1. The Shoulder Loop Style: Similar in shapeand function to shoulder bags,
seat belts, or any kind of sling, this style of harnessis widely used in China.
It needs no custom fitting and is simply flung over one shoulder. In other
words: put your head and right arm through the loop, and attach the hook to the
base of the front of the handcart. There is a cost to this simplicity: after heavy
hauling, you begin to feel that your body is being twisted by the pressuremostly
going on one shoulder. In that case,change sidesevery so often,(that is, put your
head and left arm through the loop). Add a simple p. : such as a hand towel for
long hauling.
2. The Backpack Style: Similar in shape and function to harnesseson backpacks for camping, this style of harness has been used by the better equipped
handcarters through history. It is more complicated than the Shoulder Loop
Style, but the fit to the body is much better, whichgives morepower and comfort.
Putting it on takes some getting usedto. A hint is to hold the harnessup so that
there arc no twists (consult the picture), then slip it on like a vest. The only
adjustment that needsto be made is the sternum strap. Adjust it so that it keeps
the two shoulderstrapsfirmly seatedbetweenyourchest and thejoint ofarmand
shoulder; if the shoulder straps feel like they are pulling your shoulders and arms
backwards, then the sternum strap should be tightened a bit.
23. Backpack
style harness

22. Shoulder loop harness.

When you pull, you lean forward
from your hip joints, and not from your
waist. The joint in the middle of the
body is between your powerful legsand
the large pelvis bone; it is not the weaker
vertebrae at the base of your spine. Keep
your trunk as straight as you can,
though tipped over so the forces act
through your center of gravity.
Test to seethat you are nor using yourarmsfor much of the pulling. If you are,
then you should shorten the connection between the harnessand the cart. When
this length is just right, your arms will be completely available to guide the
handcart but will not feel any strain of the load, and you will seehow easyit is to
pull very large weights without noticing it.
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The By Hand & Foot handcart hasa handy place to hook the harness,onto the
same pin used for the trailer hitch. Other handcarts can easily be fitted for a
harness by screwing a large O-ring latch onto the bottom of the front of the
cart (Figure 24).

24. Ring for harnessclip.

Trailer hitch

When you turn a handcart into a trailer towed by a tractor or riding mower,
you tend to forget about it and let the gasoline do the pulling. The By Hand &
Foot cart is strong enough to withstand the bumps of travel at 10 miles per hour,
although towing quickly a 500 pound load over a ditch can easily create a
dynamic load in excessof the 800 pound rated limit. The cart is not designed to
go faster than 10 mph, and caution should be exercisedabout the type of terrain it
is used on. Moving children, as shown in Figure 25, should be done slowly, with
hands kept inside, and little bodies seated not on the top rail but on the floor of
the cart.
Attach the hitch with the pin at one end sticking into the hole in the bolster of
the cart. Raise the trailer hitch into place betweenthe trailer hitch tabs and set the
clevis pin through tabs and hitch. Finally, attach the hitch to the riding mower or
tractor. The hitch is especially long so you will not need to remove the shafts:

5. Trailer hitch behind riding mower.

when you’ve reached your desination, instead of going backward and forward
several~timesto get the typical trailer into place for dumping a load, the trailer
hitch of this cart can be detached by removing two pins-then you have a
handcart again easily maneuvered by hand to dump the load.
1. For the trailer hitch, the following stock is required:
part name
stock size
length
nu./rart
thlcknpa
o’pe
1
main bar
channel
2x1
54
7,s.
I
end of channel
flat
2
I
1%
locator pin
I
I
rod
55
1%
2
drawbar tabs
oat
2
‘h
spacer of tabs
flat
2
2
‘vi
3:
2. The tO-degree bend in the main bar is cut and welded at the point where the hitch emerges from
beneath thecart,about
19% inches from theback “fthe hitch.Thedescendingportionis34’/r
inches
to the topmost drawbar tab, where the angle is also 20 degrees.
3. Half-inch holes should be drilled through both sides of the main bar about I5 inches from the
locator pin. The exact location of this hole is determined after the locatozpin is seated Iirmly in the
bolster and the main bar set between the two trailer hitch tabs beneath the front of the cart.
4. Half-inch holes should also be drilled through the dtawbar tabs on the hitch to connect with the
rea~ofthepo~ervehicle(Figure27).The
twopinscan
beboltswithnutsto
keepthemfromvibrating
out of the holes, or they can be the fancy and reliable hardened cast iron pins shown in Figure 26.

26. Trailer hitch.

tqb

27. End of trailei

hitch.

Sled

When ice and snow prevent passageof the wheels, they can be removed and
sled runners attached. However, I find that human strength at one tenth to one
twentieth horsepower is no match for the one horsepower of Old Bobtail.
Nevertheless, runners are an improvement when ice and slush mire wheels,
particularly if I have a good harnessto improve my pulling efficiency (Figure 28).
With a harness, 1do not need to hold on with my arms becausethe runners cut a
straight line through the slush. Widespread in the mountain areas of Europe, a
human-assisted sled is used primarily for bringing wood and other things down
from the mountain on packed snow. Indeed, roads were rolled after snowstorms
to give a hard surface for sleds and sleighs. Carlo Italiano’s The Sleighs ofmy
Chi/dhood(Tundra Books, 1974)shows many other examples of sledsdrawn by
horsesand people from Montreal in the 1930’s.Wider runners accommodate less
ideal conditions; loose snow is best traversed by toboggan.
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28. Sled and harness.

.

29. Sled (rear

view).

I. To make a sled attachment for this cart, the following stock is required:
part name
stock size
thickness
no./catt
km
runner
E
I (to 2)
43
2
%
knee
flat
2
I
11%
1%
knee brace I
flat
I
I
‘%
knee brace 2A
I
flat
I
I&
1%
knee brace 28
tlat
I
I
1%
12%
floor brace
I
flat
I
1%
18%
2. The parts of the kneeare welded together (Figure 29); they are designed to hold the runners exactly
parallel. 21% inches apart on the inside. If the struts are closer or further apart than this, the knee
braces should be shortened or lengthened to accommodate.
3. A &inch
hole in each runner, 3!4 inches from the rear end, should be countersunk from the
bottom so that a taperedhead bolt will tit flush with the bottom and not drag in the ice.
4. The floor brace is bolted through the floor board 7!4 inches from the rear of the floor board.
5. The runner is bent gently in theshop so that it canbeeasilysprung
into placealong thecurve ofthe
StNts.
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b. The dash is held in placeby two U-bolts on each runner, the U part around the strut and the flat
bar of the U-bolt secured tightly against the runner.
7. The runners can be treated with a wax or silicone finish to reduce friction and rust. Their bottom
edges cm also be slightly rounded with a tile.

Compost Screen

For potted plants, seedstarting mix, and other garden uses,compost and soil
must be screened to exclude the particles that are too big, including stones and
organic matter that is not yet broken down. A cart can be an excellent basefor a
compost sifter. It is sturdy enough to support the screen firmly as a shovel is
scraped along the wires to coax the small stuff through. And the cart body
underneath catchesthe finished product so it is readily carried away. The screen
fits securely into the body of the cart so that none of the compost is lost (Figure
30). Half-inch galvanized woven wire “hardware cloth” is recommended for the
screen,but ‘$&inchhardware cloth can be usedwhen the soil needsto be very fine.

I

(

3I. Compost screen,plan view. -

8
zt’h -
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1. A list of materials fo!lows, each wooden member beveled at 45 degrees at both ends, in actual
inches (nominal in parentheses). Lengths are along the long edge.
stock site
part name
length
no./cart
I!4X3’%(2X4)
Frame: length
48
2
width
IMx3’5(2x4)
2
24%
trim: length
%x %
46%
2
width
% x %
22’%
2
2. The pieces are cut, and stained to preserve the wood. The frame is nailed.
3. Square up the frame by setting it on the top rails. bending until the frame matches the cart body.
4. The hardware c!oth is cut to overlap the inner % inch of each member of the frame.
5. The trim pieces are nailed over the edge of the hardware cloth, to better secure the screen to the
frame. tc cover the cut wire ends. and to hold the screen onto the cart.

The Four Seasons Cart (Farmer’s Market Tray)

To display flowers and vegetables,a large shallow tray rests on the top rails at
the right height for people to get a good look. A simple upright arch is bolted to
the market box: it servesas a sign for the vendor (“New Fane Farm” in Figure
32). bulletin board for items and prices, and support for a scale (behind the
vendor’s head in Figure 32). The inside of the cart bodv can be used for extra
pro

32.

LesQuatre Saisons.

This design is quite similar to carts found in many outdoor markets. In the
cities of France, this type of cart was called Les Quatre Saisons, The Four
Seasons,since fresh vegetablesand flowers were brought in from the suburbs at
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every time of the year. Pictured in Figure 32 is a cart of autumn vegetablesand
fruits.
For the successof a farmer’s market tray, the art of display is at least as
important as having fresh, clean, and healthy produce. Textures and colors
should be mixed; informative labels with price per pound and perhaps methods
of growing (“homegrown organic”) should accompany everything; foods which
combine should be together (dill with pickling cucumbers, tomatoes with salad
greens); etc. All good marketers use t’heseand other techniques. A technique
available to the owner of the Four Seasons Cart which is not used by other
marketers is wheeling the produce to the customer. This is especially effective on
special town fair days.
.As 1 mentioned, open street carts were the only type of handcart which were
pushed and not pulled, presumably so the carter could keep an eye on the
merchandise so attractively displayed. The shafts can be shortened in this case,
easily done by drilling two more holes so only ten inches protrude beyond the end
of the cart.
1. The list of materials follows, measurements

in act&?! irihes (all the wood is nominally I x 6):
no./cart
length
2
50%
?ixX%
long side
4
I8
short Gdc
%x5%
6
48
%x6
floor hoards
4
I8
floor braces
% x 5%
I
as you wish
uptight-vertical
% x 5%
I
as you wish
upright-horizontal
‘A x 5%
2. All the pieces arc nailed together as shown in Figure 33. Small holes must be gouged in the fronl
floor brace to ftt over the shaft bolt heads. The wood should be painied. and the border of the side
pieces ornamented for an attractive appcaranec.
3. The market box is made in two symmetrical pieces. hinged together underneath. for easier
transportation
and storage when not used. When laid onto the cart rails. the halves an be locked
together by a hook and eye.
4. Hookseanalsobescrcwedtotheeart
panelsandaltached
toeycsinthebottomofthc
market box
to keep it from sliding off. The same purpose can be served by attaching blocks to the hottom of the
market box which fit snugly into the corners of the cart frame.
5. When moving, the scale should be tied down to keep it from swinging into the upright.

partIlPrnC

stocksize

33. Tray for the

Four SeasonsCart. ‘1

1
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Urban merchants have transported and displayed their wares in many sorts of
two-wheel handcarts. The Street Vendor’s Box (Figure 34) is closest to the
Baker’s Cart, with fresh pies arranged on a shelfjust inside the top, and different
sorts of breads in bins found inside the side door. Although shelvesare not shown
here, they are qential, to this style of cart and should be designed to maximize
easy accessof the goods from the top and side.

34. Baker’s

Box.

I. The list of materials
parentheses):
putends
vertical
btirotttaLtop
boriaxttal.
bottom
plywood
aides
venical
horizontal
plywood
tw
Length
Emss
plywood
vertical, binge side
vertical, latch side
horizontal
imide nils

follows

measurements
sldt

sl7.e

in actual

inches (nornina!

measurements

lett@h

ttO./caR

%X3l/l(l
x4)
%x2%
‘/1x2
$4 X21’vt

32%
24%
16%
35

4
2
2
2

%x2%
%x2%
1%x 22%

17%
48
48

4
2
2

%X4’%
76 x 4’h
‘/i x21%

SIX
26
46%

2
2
1

‘h x 3
%x2’%
%x22x
%x6

30%
30%
11%
40 (approx.)

in

I
:
2

2. l?p~ood h used hsrr, but since the fir trim aas as a framr, masonite could be used instead. Two
boards connected to the side panels of the Street Vendor’s Box coo be set down down inside the top
rails and bolted to the side paoels of the cart from the inside. This secures the Street Vendor’s Box to
the cart and sets the box flush with the side of the can (Figure 35).
3. Theendsmustbecutabitatthebottom(#inchtakenoffofthebottolr.
121/iinches)tolitintothe
gate channels.
4. The sides fit between the end pieces.
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5. Bothendra~fFamed,thenthes~cef~rthedaoriscut
sothat it is hinged tornd shuts flush tothe
trim. A bit of plywuoad should be left on the latch side ss a doorstop. If the box is to be lacked. the
binges for the door and top should be attached with lucked bolts or one-way screws. A door could

35. Baker’sBox. plan drawings.
Tnmiab (Vinaigrette)

Msst peopleassociatea handcart to move people with the rickshaw(short for
Jinrickshaw, meaning man-power car) of the Orient. However, in the cities of
France in the seventeenth,eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries the premier taxi
was just as widespread and, I think, more elegant (Figures I and 36). It was also
more practical than the open rickshaw since its windowsand door could beclosed
mr the door of some styles could be removed.
against the weather. in good weath,..
The nickname Vinaigrette alludes to the similar shape of ihe containers for
smeiiing saLi used then.
The seatcan be a chair set over theaxle to balance the weight of the passenger.
Or it can be a cushion on a simple bench resting on cleats bolted to the taxi frame.
I have used both.
The brass handles on the rear of the taxi are for auxiliary power should
another carter’s help be needed on steep hills with large loads.
An emergency strut needsto be added at the rear of the cart to prevent the
whole thing from tipping over backwards. This sort of accident is unlikely with a
normat load. But while pulling a person along the street, 1have been followed by
children who jump up on the back for a ride, hoisting me off the ground a few
inches. In Durban, South Africa, the Zulu rickshaw menjump up into the air to
impress their passengers-the emergency struts on their two-wheel taxis are very
strong, and sometimes have a small wheel attached so that the taxi careensdown
the road on three wheels for a short distance, while the carter’s legsdaugle in the
air.
Though I have not yet built this variation, a two-seater taxi would have the
same sidesand door. The sideswould be held over the tips of the bolster by braces
secured to the side panels. The back and roof would be wider, with a gentler
curve. The seat would becurved so that passengerscould sit cater-cornered, with
their feet together on the floor of the cart (Figure 37).
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37. Taxi,

extension

for two-seater.

I Since there are atif&
and eunies in tb% taxi. I have not given a list of materials which can,
hmveuer, bededuced from Figure 36. Basically. the j;,-in& L’~.
TX pieces also serve as the frame. onto
which is mounted %-inch tempered masonice. smooth on both sides so it can be painied on :he
outside. and wallpapered on the inside. Each panel of the taxi is built, then the sides and rear
eennrctcd, tne rearf%tting between thesides. then the roof( ‘/x-inch masonite)added.
finally thedool
hinged in place when the taxi is in place in the car?.
2. ‘The windorur. I2 by 24 inches each side. are made out of G-inch plate glass so they fit snugly ins&
halescut in the marenite: iiic window trim piecerareidentical
insideand out and arescrewed toeach
other through the ittaso~~~:e. thus holding the window in place An option is to mount the front
window &ass ina frame. ::?d mount that sash in another frame so that the window can be opened,
3. ‘Theeleatswhicharz
:~t~~hvd to the roof piecearebeveled 25degreersothey
will 111snuglyagainst
thesides. Theyareglued
;~rz screwed into place with thescrew headscountersunk
inrothe masonite.

36. Taxi,

plan drawings.

v

Then one cleat isattached to a top horizontal piece with four screws. Then the roof is bent over until
the second flea: is in place (which may require a temporary loosening of the connection of the rear
panel to the side); four screws are then put through the top horizontal piece into the cleat. A second
arch identical to the arch at the top of the rear panel should be attached to the roof and sides in the
front of the cart to hold the same arc in the front.
4. The masonice extends below the bottom trim piece on the inside of the cart. The front of the taxi
rhouldbe(lushwiththefrontofthegatechannelwhiletherearofthetaxishould
beflushwith theend
ofthe toprail.Thusthereargateisleftfreetoberairedsothat
luggagecanbestored
beneaththeseat.
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36. Taxi+ptan drawings.
5. Thedoorbas
butt hinges which must bemortised into thesides ofthccart and thedoor. Strips for
a doorstopcould
be !4 x % x 40. A latch fromlhe outride holds the door shut. For storage off of the
cwt. thedoormust
beunhingedsinceit
is muchdeeperthantherestofthetaxi.‘rherefow,pin
hinges
are best.
6. Theemergencystrutismadefromapieceofflat
bar(‘/l,x2x20)andshapedpsshown.
Itisbolted
through the lloor so that its back edge is directly beneath the rear of the cart.
7. Thetaxishouldbepainted,intwocolorstomatchthedecorofthecart
body.Thespokesand
rim
ofthe wheelcanalsobcpaintedtomarchthecolorofthetrim.
Wallpaperontheinsidcwallsgivesthe
finishing touch.

Comment on Town Carts
The three accessoriesspecifically designed for town use--Baker’s Box, Taxicab, and Four SeasonsTray--are three of many types once used in the villages,
towns, and cities of the world. However, modern municipalities differ on their
attitudes toward new-old things. Many, though not all, municipalities have laws
restricting what appears on the roads and sidewalks. A jealous and lessinnovative merchant may try to prohibit a handcart used for sales.Possibleobstaclesin
tocal laws should be sniffed out clandestinely. In the municipalities which I have
queried, no licensesor feeswould be necessarysince the handcart taxicab tits no
current descriptions. It is not legally a “taxi” becauseit is not a motorized vehicle.
It is not an ‘itinerant vendor” or”peddler” becausea servicerather than a thing is
sold. One town attorney really enjoyed the way an old conveyance slipped
through all the modem definitions.
Some municipalities have wisely encouraged handcarts becausethey take up
little spaceand becausethey provide a little spiceof variety to an urban area. The
modern vision of the human-scale”solar village”, as presentedin TheJoum~i of
rhe New Akhemists (No. 7). has a place for such ways of moving things.
Individuals, if not the laws of the towns in which they live, are ready for systems
which do not bully them. The taxi has beengreeted with great excitement. When
most people seeit, they laugh. I insist they take a ride. Without exception, there is
afterward a deeper enjoyment after feeling what a more human scaleof transport
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might be like. A college student could well earn a year’s tuition by hauling
executives across the Boston Common-it would be quicker, and much more
fun.
Some people have expresseddiscomfort at being pulled by another human
being becauseit sets up two classesof people. But think for a minute about the
name oftheahernative mode of urban travel: the automobile. Automobile means
“something that moves by itself.” But these days we know better. What makes it
go is gasoline, refined from petrochemicals. The name should be”petromobile.”
of equipment and
Its operation requires co-mplicated systems of r-&i~iifSXiUS
provision of fuel, systemswhich demand menial labor from hundreds of people.
Additionally, they foul the city for pedestrians. The handcart taxi is a simple
system. Its labor is upright and outdoors, a servicejob to be respected if not
envied. I do not recommend a massive return to this form of transportionrickshawmen in the Orient died early from being overworked and undernourished-but on a small scale with good rates I think the variety truly
delightful.
Animal Cage

Moving animals from one place to another can be time-consuming, heavy,and
frustmting. This box has a slatted gate which slides in and out of the rear gate
channel- It is designed for poultry of all sorts, as well asadult sheep,year-old pigs,
and year-old goats. As in Figure 38, it wili move only one of !he middle-sized
farm animals, but when you move one, the others follow, and this is certainly the
easiestway to move that first one. For taller or larger animals, such as calves or
L VW-w
**me would have to be taller.
sows, the side panels -F
oI l,,.-

38. Animal cageand sheep.
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I. A list of materials follows, with actual measurements (nominal in parentheses):
Qart name
stock she
no./cart
wtth
sides
9y;
uertkd
%X3!4(l
x4)
4
horirontal
3%X2%
48
slats
$4 x I
14
24
&me
horizontal
%x31/2(1 x4)
24
2
vertical
%X3’%(1 X4)
28
2
slats
% x I,&
23%
4
closed end
vertical
!/oXfl%(l
r4)
II%
2
horizontal
%X3’%(lX4)
I
plywood
'/ x 14
1%
I
toQ
length
%X3’%(1 x4)
2
width
%X3H(iX4)
2%
2
slats
%X1
20%
12
interior framing members
wticai
IHx3!&(2x4)
4
2%
cross piece
I%xS'/i(Zx4)
IWN
2
nailing strips]
%x I
13%
2
r0r PIYWOO~I
%X1
16
I
2. Each panel is made (Figurc 39). then the entire thing put together. The pieces of the gate arc
hair-Iapped orshiplappedsothal
thegate willslideinattd
out of thegatcchunnel.
Thejointsshoold
be glued during assembly. and oailed preferdblg with I %-inch coated nails. Galvanized nails arc
acceptable. Screws can be wed lo put the panels together if you anticipate the need to take it apart.
-i~o:cthaii~2x?fm~f~!hirca~isalittlcsmallerthantheinsidcofthecart
tofacilitateinsertion
(Figure 39). The cage can be bolted through the panels of the cart.
be painted or stained witha non-tonic wood preservative. Creosote would
3. iheanimalcageshould
not do since it would poison any animal gnawing on the cage.

39. Animal

cage, plan drawings.
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40. Goat harnessedto cart.

&at Harness
A large buck goat or small pony can puii this cart plus twice his tveighi. A
shorter buck or a doe may need the struts removed.
Ready-made harness and harness parts can be obtained from American
Supply House, Box 1114, Columbia, MO 65205, or from Hoegger Supply
Company, P.O. Box 331, Fayetteville, GA 30214. However, 1 recommend you
make your own harness. It is cheaper since you need not make every strap
adjustable to every size of goat. Adjustments have to be made to fit a purchased
harness to this cart anyway, as in the instance of the goat in Figure40. There are
many regional differences in harness of every sort, and a local mentor will be
unfamiliar with a style of harnesspurchased from another area of the country.
No one style is better in every respect.
You can make up a harnessif you understand its four principal parts:
a.) The weight-bearing strap over or just behind the shoulders, and tied
underneath. A rope or strap between the knobs of the shafts is supported by this
saddle, which is often padded. The shafts on this cart are farther apart than shafts
on carts specifically for goats, so this connection must be tirm.
b.) A pull strap across the breast with traces attached to the upper or lower
front corners of the cart.
c.) A holdback strap around the rump of the goat and attached forward to the
knob of the shafts. This is to prevent the cart hitting the goat at stops.
d.) A halter and reins, not shown in the photograph. We lead this fairly
independent four-year-old doe, and we have not eventried to train her to a hatter,
a process which takes time and patience. (Dangling a carrot from a stick in front
of a goat’s nose actually does work for a short period of time.)
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Covered Cart

Many of the Mormons in the Handcart Expedition of 1856 covered their
two-wheel handcarts in much the samestyle asa Conestoga covered wagon. The
cover was made of white cloth stretched over bent hoops made of pliable wood.
The same can be done with this cart, using the slots in the top of the axle sparsfor
the ends of one hoop. Hoops at the front and rear of the cart would have to be
attached in another way, perhaps to short sectionsof the samechannel of which
the axle spar is made. They should be welded onto the frame. 1have not tried this
but Fanted to pass on the design idea.
Winch

Two steel bars serveas mounts for a rod or pipe. The pipe can act asan axle for
a free-rolling
free-roll& spool.
stool. This is the safestway 1 know of to dispensebarbed wire, as
pictured in S&e
Figure 41.

Attach a crank, and you have a winch for pulling something toward you.
whether it is to rezind wire or to skid a iog out of a cramped spot. It can also
include the management of the six-foot kites I flew in my childhood. As long as
the force is pulling horizontally or diagonally, the bars will not come out of the
axle spars. But as the force begins to pu!l straight up (such as with a large kile),
the bars may well be pulled out and up into the air. In this case,drill a small hole
through the axle spar and steel bars and secure them in place with machine
screws or bolts. For very large forces (a kite in high wind or a heavy log), tie the
struts of the cart to a tree.
Stone Lifter

If I am carrying an awkward and heavy object, I can set it down in the stable
area over the struts. In the By Hand & Foot cart, something heavy need be lifted
only thirteen inches. But what about something I cannot lift? The stone lifter uses
the cart as a lever :o pick up things off the ground. The rock pictured in Figures
42 and 43 weighed 165 pounds, which is not a lot for a benchpressmachine. But
rocks have no handles! The river rocks around here are also rounded and quite
slippery and difficult to grasp. 1have moved a rock four times as big as the one in
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42. Stone iifter, loading up.
the picture with the help of thestone lifter. I first set the lip of the lifter under the
stone; I can then prop the front of the cart with a long stick so it won’t wheel back
while I am working in the rear with the stone (I confess I seldom take this
precaution); then I turn the stone onto the lifter by hand or with a pinch bar. I
have also used the stone lifter to hoist up a small shed one end at a time so it could
be set up on blocks. I have also used it to move that small shed: I picked up one
end with the stone lifter, staked one strut to theground so that thecart would not
move, then lifted the other end of the shed until the entire structure tipped into
the cart. The shed was fox times as large as the cart! I would recommend this
only for structures that can be tipped over like large toys.
I. Three pieces of angle iron, % x I x I, 48 inches long, are welded to three shorter pieces of the same
size ( I5 inches long) at an angle of 135 degrees. A flat bar(‘% x I x 24) is welded beneath the three
piongsatthefroiitofthelifter(the
rear of thecartsincethe
lifteris backed into position). Another flat
bar(l/a x 155 x 24)is welded across theends of the4&inch pieces. A small tab(% x2x 4) is welded in
the center of this bar which fits snugly between the trailer hitch ktbs and firmly against the front sole
hrace(cf. Figure lO).Twoother
tabsattached tothis barcompleteastronghookthat
holdstheslone
lifter in place.
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Plastic-laying

Device

Several types of plastic materials have been used in vegetable production.
Based on research on seasonextension for vegetablecrops at the University of
New Hampshire, slitted plastic tunnels have become increasingly popular. The
slits permit the ventilation of excess heat from the plastic tunnels (a great
improvement over other plastic tunnels), yet the cold of a frosty night does not
penetrate to the plants. Used mostly by market gardeners, some large home
gardens have begun to sprout tunnels in the spring and fall. The plastic comes in
five- or six-foot widths, several hundred feet rolled up on a pressedcardboard
tube. Other plastics used in the garden include black plastic mulch, Reemay
gauze for covering plants, and other sorts of polyethylene sheetsfor tunnels.
Devices for laying slitted plastics or other plastics are either simple and require
many people-a broomstick through the tube held by one person at each end
while a third person unrolls the plastic-or are very expensive-a tractormounted device costs a couple thousand dollars.
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44. View acrosscart with plastic-layingdevice.and down the plastictunnrl.
Intermediate is the accessoryfo: ihe By Hand & Foot cart:
i. One person can unro!! and setthe slitted row covers.Two people are needed
on a windy day.
2. No one has ta carry the plastic roll, which is awkward and heavy (a six
hundred-foot roll of b!ack pfasiic mulch weighs over a hundred pounds). The
csrt also carries from shed to garden the metal hoops needed to hold the row
covers in place, as well as a tool for making furrows and burying the edgesof the
plastic (a hoe is good), and any other tools needed in the garden.
3. With the crank on this laying device, the plastic can be iensioned while
Iaying so it does not droop. And the plastic can be rolled back onto the cardboard
tube when it is time to remove. This is an important feature: The plastic can be
used anothzr season,a savings in time and money and a reduction in waste.
In Figure44 are two tunnels of slitted plastics,eachcovering two rows of sweet
corn set out in soil blocks to be ready for the early market. In between is a wide
bed of lettuce transplants, also set out in soil tloeks, covered by a five-foot width
of Reemay gauze, which lets rain through as well as air, but which keeps the
ground a few degreeswarmer than the surrounding air.
When the proper length has been pulled out, the wedges should be placed in
between the cardboard tube and the rod, and the crank tied to the frame. This
prevents the roll from moving. Then the plastic is set down over the hoops and
pulled tight, with earth being put along theend and edgesof the plastic to hold it
in place. When theedges have beensecuredunder a furrow ofearth up to a point
aboutfortyfeetaway from thecart(asseenin Figure44). theplasticshould becut
off at the roll. (The roll itself is bent in this photo and not the rod.)
Details on how to useand how to build the plastic laying device run to several
pages and are avaifable seperately from By Hand & foot.
Transplant Tmy Holder

When planting for maximum use of space,the paths are small and the beds
wide. When transplanting lettuces or onions, it is a great chore to get the many
small plants from thegreenhouse or coldframe or nursery into place. The way in
which some growers have usedthe By Hand & Foot cart is to usea longer axle on
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the cart. Thus, the cart can be stacked with transplants (I prefer the hardier and
morecompact soil blocks)-in thecart body, and on a simple platform clamped
to the shafts, and on a simple frame which slides into the axle spar--and the
wheels fit right in the pathways. For beds which are 42 to 48 inches wide, the
fo!!owing dimensions work well with the By Hand & Foot cart: total length of
%-inch solid rod is 56i/ inches. Holes should be drilled at ‘/, 5% and 13%inches
from either end, ?/!rirlCh in diameter, for linch pins which will hold the wheels in
place on the axle and the axle in place on the cart frame. If the struts are a
problem for plants already laid out in the beds, then a simple dog strut can be
used to prop up thecart when it is set down. With two people, there is no need to
set the cart down. Especially with soil blocks, one person can take them off the
cart and set them in two or three rows within the wide bed fast enough to keep
another person busy pulling thecart forward. There’s more on this attachment in
my 7iimtsplants in Soil Blocks.
Bicycle Attachment

Two-wheel carts are often found behind bicycles in Europe and the Far East.
Mar.7 of thesecarts are very light, almost flimsy. Some are substantial sincethey
have become the transport trucks of some sections of the world. A heavy cart
load reduces the maneuverability of a bicyclist, and that could be dangerous.
However, the By Hand & Foot cart can be hooked up to a bicycle if the roads are
fairly level and the bicycle is a workhorse type (not a delicately balanced racing
type). A trailer hitch is made which rises up higher than the riding mower hitch
described earlier; make it shorter too so the cart is closer to the bicycle (for which
you must remove the shafts). The secret is the solution to the universal joint
which attaches the two vehicles. The one I found in Denmark is the best: two
pieces of thick rubber tire to fit over the seat post of the bicycle and to bolt to the
end of the trailer hitch.
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Backpack, Vallus, and Boat

Of the many extensions of the use of two-wheel handcarts, there are three
which interested me very much, but which I did not pursue for the By Hand &
Foot design. In case someone else gives them a try, I would love to hear about
successesand failures. Green River Tools reports that many people purchasethe
parts of carts, presumably to make the cart that perfectly ftts their unique needs,
thereby continuing an honorable tradition going back nearly three thousand
years.
Recent work with the traditional chi-ki backpack of Korea involved the
addition of two wheels. On good roads the load was moved by pulling a cart; on
**‘ *u-,QCshouldered. This revisedchi-ki is
mountainous paths, the ioad wiih t/if c-a,
on very tight wheels and a tubular aluminum frame. I am suspicious of the
weakness of aluminum, but think the versatility of this improved chi-ki very
interesting.
On the Roman estatesin Gaul, there were not enough harvestersfor the grain
ehnique to make harvests more efficient
crops necessaryfor the Empire. One te,...
was a two-wheel cart called a “vallus,” pushed by an oxen, the shafts guided by
hand. Along the front edge of the cart were long lingers with sharp edges,set at
the height of the grain heads. As the cart was pushed into the field of ripe grain,
the heads were snipped off and fell into the cart. When the cart was full, it was
wheeled away to the threshing area. The modern stripper used extensively in
Australia was modelled on this idea. I have been working with the vallus in
comparison with other harvesting techniques and built two reproductions of
Roman designs, but have not yet got the right design.
Carts were often dismantled for crossing water. The frame, covered with
waterproof skins, becamethe boat. The wheelswere stored inside. The Red River
cart of the animal trappers of the Westwas dismantled at the river’s edge,and the
wheels placed on their side beneath the frame; they were not in the cart, but were
the ballast and frame of the bottom of the boat. I am trying to figure out how I
can waterproof the By Hand & Foot Cart so I can paddle to the sea.

TECHNICAL

NOTES

How Heavy Is It?

Several people have asked me about the actual forces involved in pulling a
handcart. These can be estimated, and are useful for knowing when to stop
loading up a handcart. To begin with, Figure 9 can be read for other loads in a
simple proportional manner, i.e., for a.300 pound load, multiply the numbers in
Figure 9 by ys. However. thesenumbers are ar, idealized representation; assumg
tions made in Figure 9 (and corrections to those assumptions) are:
I .) no rolling resistance,i.e., drag produced by the flexing of the rubber tire.
With modern handcarts, this figure is only about 1% of the load weight.
However, it rises very quickly when the inflation pressuredrops - try to pull a
loaded handcart with a flat tire!
2.) no friction, i-e., drag produced by the workings of the bearings at the
wheel hub. Normally this is negligib!e in modern handcarts with ball bearings. in
more primitive carts, or in modern carts where grit has seized up the bearings,
friction can be considerable. Check that the wheels spin freely and replace the
bearings if they don’t.
3.) a smooth surface, or no obstacles. Clearly from Figure 14, a wheel
surmounting an obstacle travels as if it were going up a steephill for a short while,
thenfallingdown the other side. These effects do not balance but serveto reduce
momentum. Formulas exist for estimating the effects of different degrees of
roughness of terrain but they are impractical in normal use. This factor is
generally far less a problem than the next two.
4.) a balanced load, or the center of gravity of the load evenly balanced over
the axle. Here is a table to show how deviations from this ideal affect the weight
which you counteract.
Table I. Resistance to pull experienced at end of
handcart shafts depending on grade and
distance of center of load from axle for loads of
3OOandSOOpounds.
- 300 pounds

-

-

500 pounds -

grade

distance
forward
from
axle
(inches)

0
01 0

I2

10
30

42

0
0

4
20

IO
50

69

3 I4

18

33

44

25 32

56

74

6 27 30

40

50

45 49

67

83

4

I4

I4

75 78 90 102
10145 47 54 61
The figures that are analagous to those in Figure 9 are in the top row, where the
distance is zero. Read down the columns to find out how shifting the weight
forward affects how much weight you experience when pulling. (If the center of
the load is behind the axle, the increasesare smaller.) Table I shows clearly why
an empty cart is heavier than a loaded cart on the level and on small grades: the
weight of the cart itself bears down on the handcarter. Values for other load
weights can be derived proportionately; e.g., valuesfor 200 pounds are 2/3of these
for 300 pounds.
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5.) a hard surface, or nothing for the cart wheels to sink into. This is quite
unrealistic for handcarts which you expect to use around the garden, in the
woodlot, and so forth. Engineers have worked out the drag due to the deformation of the soil and it makes senseto take this into account when deciding on how
much load to take across a certain type of ground. Below are forces of resistance
to a two-wheel handcart resulting from the frictional and cohesivedeformation
of different soils as calculated from formulas in M. G. Bekker’s Terrain- Vehicle
Systems (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1969):
Table II. Resistanceto pull depending on soil type
and weight of load (pounds)
soil type
heavy clay
unploughed sod
sandy loam
dry sand

weight of load
100
2
7
8
I8

200
8
17
22
44

300
I7
29
40
76

400
29
42
60
II0

500
44
57
83
148

Note that in each soil type, the figures start fairly small but rise quickly and
accelerate as more weight is put on and the wheels sink in more deeply. In other
words, it’s more than two times as hard with two times the weight (more like 2%
times as hardj. These effects of the soil would be added to the effects of a slope
and of load not balanced over the axle (from Table I).
*al*+***
Though the exact determination of estimated resistanceto pulling could be
calculated with many more formulas and measurementsof thecart, tire, and soil
(cf. Bekker’s Prediction of Design and &rformance hameters in Agro:forestr.v
Vehi&s, Ottawa: National ResearchCouncil of Canada, 1983),you now have
enough information to determine the approximate forcesyou must counteract to
get your handcart going. The simplest way to estimate is to add together the
pounds of resistancein Tables I and II. Let me give ycu an example. 1expect to
transport 210 pounds of firewood acrossa sod field which tiesat a slope of grade
4 (ascends 4 feet in 100 horizontal feet). 1 expect to stack the wood so that the
center of the load is six inches ahead of the axle sinceI plan later to lower the cart
backwards down a steep slope toward my wood shed and I do not want to risk
the cart tipping over backwards. As you may remember, tipping over is the
Achilles heel of handcarts - you see,balancing exactly over the axle may not
always be the preferred way of loading. I chose2 10pounds of wood for simplicity
in this example becausethe By Hand & Foot handcart weighs 90 pounds itself
(greater indeed than the Garden Way-style carts which average 50 pounds, but
much less than the common handcarts of lndia which average 420 pounds
empty!). From Table I, I seeI have a basic resistanceof 30 pounds; from Table II,
I see I have an additional resistance of 29 pounds; the total is 59 pounds of
resistance. Let’s say the wood is green and heavy, and I want to put on the flare
boards and really load it up. I estimate that 1 will total 500 pounds. From Table I,
I see I have a basic resistance of 49 pounds; from Table Ii, I see I have an
additional resistanceof 57 pounds; the total is 106 pounds of resistance.
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How Much Can You Handle?

Now comes the question: How many pounds of resistance can you handle’?
Several researchershave asked this question of specific groups: How much can a
soldier carry all day and still have the ability to do the same thing the next day
and the next? How many boxes can a person lift hour after hour in a warehouse?
Even, how many pounds can a handcarter pull through the streets of Calcuiia
(where 12,000handcarts are licensed for portage)‘! The last study seemsthe most
appropriate to us, except that the cart is much cruder(with much higher bearing
friction) and the cart and load is typically much heavier (up to 1200 pounds).
The most relevant studies are those of pulling, pushing, and carrying, rather
than the more common studies of lifting. Continuous work rather than brief
spurts of work is much more difficult, and severalresearchershave suggestedthat
you should not expect to carry, push, or pull more than 40% of your clothed
weight for a long distance. This should keep your peak heart rate at no more than
130 beats per minute.
Asking male industrial workers to determine their own limits, Stover Snook
found the following (from American Industrial Hygiene Journal, 1970, 31,
579-586):
Table 111. Maximum forces and work loads
acceptable to various percentages of
industrial male workers (pounds)

initial pull (surge)
Sustained pull
Sustained carry
at knuckle height
Workload (ft. lb./ min.)

90%

75%

50%

25%

10%

54
32

62
40

70
48

79
56

87
64

41
1524

50
I766

59
2035

69
2304

78
2546

Wielding a handcart usesthese three movements in combination. Other studies
have shown that the maximum acceptable weights for women average65% that
of men, with a great deal of overlap.
Forty percent of the clothed weight of an average 150-pound man would be
sixty pounds, which is close to the 59-pound averagefigure for sustained carry in
Table 111but more than the 48-pound average for sustained pull. The 40%
criterion has been found accurate in India and Great Britain: The
American workforce does not carry quite so much. Also, people
can carry less in front of them than they can on their back or with the aid of
shafts.
Another difference is between surges of ability, as in an initial pull, and
sustained efforts. Whereasmany people will be able to lift a very heavything, such
as a IOO-pound sack so common in agricultural settings, they can do so for only a
short height and distance. More and they risk overexerting themselves.
With these qualifications in mind, you can use Table II1 as a guide to seeing
how much you should tackle either in or out of a handcart. It certainly puts into
perspective some of the resistances anticipated from Tables I and IL For
expected resistance over 60 to 70 pounds, 1’11need to take the smaller load of
tirewood or get some help!
Table Ii1 also puts into perspective the tasks undertaken by handcarts in the
past. The United States Lifesaving Service pulling a 1200-pound cart acrossdry
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sand dealt with resistancesof 225 pounds; add the steepslopesofdunes, and you
get easily 800 pounds of resistance. Even with a crew of eight men, you can see
why they spent many hours eachday in fitness and strength training to be able to
accomplish their rescues.Fully equipped, their vehicle could weigh as much as
2000 pounds.
A similar analysis could be applied to the Mormon handcarters, with bearings
of green wood, or to the Chinese moving an entire river valley, as illustrated in the
early parts,of this handbook.
The analyses so far have assumed that you are walking with a handcart and
with the weight balanced at your center of gravity (the lessonof Figure 8). When
you are leaning over or moving more quickly, the work is more difficult. The
work of the rickshaw man, whose load may be well balanced but whose pace is
very fast, should be recognized as very heavy. I found it enjoyable to pull the
French vinaigrette through Brattleboro at a fast walk and a run on the descending streets. But I did not expect myself to run uphill. Not so with the rickshaw
pullers of times past (and present) as i.s so well presented in Lao She’s novel
Rirkshnw (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1979,originally 1936). From
Table III, you can seethat the workload figure givesa rare at which you carry or
pull. If you need to go faster, consult these figures to seeif you might be asking
too much of yourself.
****

EPILOGUE
Bear your burdens lightly, with a straight back, and sprightly, so that, as the
ancient Greek Theocritus said, “as you go, every pebble springs singing from
your shoes.”
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